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Summary

Memory corruption errors are a huge problem for the security of production soft-

ware. These errors originate from manual memory management in “unsafe” pro-

gramming languages such as C and C++. Despitemore than three decades of aware-

ness and research on memory errors, unsafe languages remain popular today. Al-

though advances in programming language design have coined new languages that

provide complete “memory safety” (i.e., containing no memory errors) by design,

the continued prevalence of unsafe languages calls for solutions to retrofitmemory

safety into existing unsafe software. Unfortunately, there is no single comprehen-

sive solution to this problem. Security retrofitting solutions face a difficult trade-

off between the security they can guarantee, the performance budget they can use

for this, and their compatibility with unorthodox programming patterns that often

occur in real-world software. Currently known state-of-the-art solutions provide

strong security guarantees, i.e., full protection against (subdomains of) memory

errors. However, to accomplish this, they add expensive metadata management

and security checks to the protected program. In the world of industry where

every cycle counts, the resulting performance overheads are prohibitive in many

cases. In addition, benign programming patterns often violate the strong security

guarantees asserted by security checks. Such patterns might be argued to be bad

practice and therefore rightly unsupported, but incompatibilities nonetheless raise

the threshold of convenience for adoption by industry. Another aspect of compat-

ibility is the ability to apply defenses to binaries. Many defenses, including those

presented in this dissertation, operate on the program representation produced

by a compiler from source code. Such defenses are unavailable to closed-source

binaries for we do not have the source code.

In this dissertation, we aim to lower the threshold of adoption. We explore the

other side of the security trade-off, focusing more on performance and compati-

bility. Rather than using expensive checks for full protection, we design efficient

security checks for common classes of memory errors, built on top of efficient

metadata management schemes. Additionally, we take a step towards adoption of

compiler-level defenses on binary programs, by lifting binaries to a compiler rep-

resentation.
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We focus our efforts on three types common classes of bugs. First, our Delta

Pointers encoding scheme for pointers allows us to detect buffer overflows only on

the upper bound of memory objects. In contrast to existing defenses, we do this

without adding any branches in control flow, instead delegating conditional behav-

ior to the hardware. As a result, we can detect overflows on the upper bound faster

than any existing defense. Second, our RedPool design protects against contigu-

ous buffer overflows which spill bytes starting at the begin or end of an object (in

contrast to non-contiguous overflows which add an arbitrary attacker-controlled

offset to a pointer). It does so using a well known scheme called “redzoning”, i.e.,

surrounding every memory object with inaccessible memory ranges called “red-

zones”. We optimize this approach for exploit mitigation by organizing memory in

slabs, simplifying metadata management and accessibility checks. Moreover, our

design reuses redzones across object allocations, facilitating efficient scalable red-

zones and thus improved security on bounded non-contiguous overflows. Third,

our type-based memory pooling in Type-After-Type mitigates the major exploita-

tion technique of use-after-free bugs, one of the main security risks in complex

C++ software such as browsers. It does so at less than 5% runtime overhead on our

benchmarks, which meets the golden industry standard for adoption.

In addition to these novel compiler-level defense schemes, we developed Bin-

Rec, a binary lifting framework, to aid adoption of compiler-level defenses in bina-

ries. Our framework can not only successfully apply several unmodified compiler-

level defenses to binaries; it also enables arbitrary compiler-level transformations

on lifted code. For instance, using standard compiler optimizations, we aggres-

sively optimize some binaries for a single input.

In summary, this dissertation offers a toolbox of efficient memory safety solu-

tions for common classes of bugs. Our contributions focus on high performance

and strong compatibility with existing software, in an effort to increase the avail-

ability of practical security measures.
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